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Overview:
Nordic Semiconductor has identified a fault injection attack that may allow an unauthorized
individual to bypass the APPROTECT feature of the nRF52 chipset family and reactivate the debug
interface on all nRF52 chipsets. An attack of this nature may enable an attacker to write to the
device’s memory, allow the attacker to read the memory of the nRF52 device, or allow the
installation of a malicious variation of the device’s firmware on the device. For more information,
please refer to the Nordic Semiconductor Information Notice1.
HID initiated an investigation immediately following Nordic’s announcement, and this investigation is
ongoing. Based on HID’s investigation to date and on Nordic Semiconductor’s disclosures, this type
of attack requires physical access to the nRF52 chip mounted on the PCB within the reader
enclosure.

Affected Products:
The following HID products use nRF52 series chips:
1. HID® iCLASS SE® Express R10
2. HID® iCLASS SE® RB25F
3. HID® Signo™ Readers (models 20, 40, 20K, 40K, 25B)

Mitigation:
Nordic Semiconductor’s disclosure states that “[p]reventing physical access to the device, or
detecting and responding to product enclosure breach, are mitigations for fault injection
techniques.”
Because execution of a potential attack requires physical access to the nRF52 chip, HID
recommends mitigating this risk by taking the following actions consistent with Nordic
Semiconductor’s guidance:

For HID® Signo™ Readers (models 20, 40, 20K, 40K) and HID® iCLASS SE® Express R10:
1. Enable, monitor, and investigate reader tamper alarms designed to alert when a
reader has been removed from the mounting surface and
2. Use the security screw to connect the reader to the mounting plate and
3. Update the reader firmware or reinstall the latest version to reset any unauthorized
firmware changes.
4. Starting in April 2021, HID Signo readers include these additional protection
mechanisms:
a. An epoxy coating over the critical components.
b. As additional tamper detection, an anti-tamper label placed on the reader
enclosure at the factory.
For HID® iCLASS SE® RB25F* operating in Template on Card authentication mode:
1. Update the reader firmware or reinstall the latest version to reset any unauthorized
firmware changes and
2. Disable Template on Card authentication mode and enable an alternative
authentication mode (finger only, card + finger). Contact HID Technical Support for
special instructions.
*The HID Signo Biometric Reader 25B does not require the above mitigations.

Next Steps:
The HID® iCLASS SE® RB25F is on stop ship. HID continues to investigate the vulnerability and
recommends customers implement the mitigation procedures.

Contact Information:
If you have additional questions or suspect that a reader has been compromised, please contact
HID Technical Support at https://www.hidglobal.com/support
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[1] Nordic Semiconductor’s announcement for information can be obtained directly from the
manufacturer at https://infocenter.nordicsemi.com/pdf/in_133_v1.0.pdf.
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